• Study all notes and pages 82-107 in textbook, Our World

• Be able to define the following words:
  - delta  unification
  - pharaoh  Old Kingdom
  - mummification  pyramid
  - hieroglyphics  papyrus
  - economy  expedition
  - cataract  social pyramid
  - Rosetta Stone  Memphis

• Know these people their importance:
  - Khufu  Jean Champollion
  - Hatshepsut  local leaders
  - Ramses II

• Be able to label the following places on a map:
  - Memphis  Nile River
  - Nile Delta  Mediterranean Sea
  - Red Sea  Lower Egypt
  - Upper Egypt

• The importance of:
  - Kush  double crown
  - Pyramids  Egypt at war
  - social pyramid  Egypt’s scientific knowledge

• Know the social pyramid.

• Be able to list what the Nile River was used for.
  (water for their fields, silt for their farms, a route for their boats, water for their animals)

• Be able to list what Menes did for Egypt.
  (unified Egypt, utilized local leaders, made Memphis the capital of Egypt)